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  Antwerp, May 23th, 2020 

 

EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS VETERANS TEAMS BRUSSELS 2020 

REPORT OF THE BELGIAN REPRESENTATIVE 

Dear all, 

 

The number of veterans in our country is at present on about 90. 

 

As usual, we had successfull national championships, and already again all people attending them were very satisfied about it. 

Indeed, people fence a maximum. 

We still keep trying to fence in “poule unique”. 

 

Again this year we had a lot of people on all weapons, being at the same time member of our association. 

 

We are still doing our utmost to reach a maximum of people. 

 

And fact is that we must contact again and again fencing clubs, but a problem is that often the information about our organisation 

does not reach the veterans themselves. 

 

In the future, we will also get in touch systematically with all veterans personally as soon as they are aged 40, hoping that this will 

have positive results. 

 

Last year in Cognac, we reached the number of 27 participants, the first time so much, also probably due to the fact of the 

geographic proximity. 

We were quite satisfied with the results : 

One gold medal, again Leo Pasmans in Epee Men V5, 3 fencers in the last 8 and 3 in the 16.  

Also a lot of matches narrowly lots and/or against future winners or semi finalists. 

 

Can but repeat that level still grows ! 

 

Now the present unpleasant situation : at this stage we should have been competiting in Brussels at the team championships, but 

the covid-19 decided otherwise and spoiled it all. 

 

But this oh so important event has not been cancelled, but postponed, hopefully again this year. 

 

We are not in control of the situation. The first factor is the evolution of the pandemic. Health officials fear a second wave later in 

the year. 

The second, and depending on the previous point, the decisions of European governments to open their borders and allow their 

nationals to travel. 

 

It goes without saying that we will keep you closely informed. 

 

In the meantime, take good care of yourself and your loved ones, and be careful ! 

 

Wish you good receipt and hope seeying you soon ! 

 

Best wishes 

 

P Van Agtmael 

 

President of the EVBVS 

Belgian representative to the EVF 


